Literary Criticism Citation Diagrams and Examples

1) Diagram of a critical article which was originally part of a BOOK and republished in a literary criticism source (the source you are using) like CLC, TCLC, NCLC, Modern Critical Views, Bloom's Notes or any other collections of articles/essays.

Author of article, last name first


Article title, in quotation


Book title where article originally appeared, italicized


Vol. number

Publishing information

Vol. 98. Detroit: Gale, copyright.

Pages

Title of Source, italicized

2) Diagram of a critical article which was originally published in a MAGAZINE and republished in a literary criticism source (the source you are using) like CLC, TCLC, NCLC, Modern Critical Views, Bloom's Notes or any other collections of articles/essays.

Author of article, last name first


Article title, in quotation


Journal title, italicized, where article originally appeared

Reprinted in


Date

Publishing information

City where published: Publisher, copyright.

Pages
NOTE: If the article is from a scholarly journal the citation will look a little different. The date of the journal will be in parenthesis. If you see a volume number (21 in the example below), then the date will be in parentheses.


3) Additional examples for citing previously published works in print:


4) Example citation for a previously published work in an ONLINE DATABASE:

Hint: Scroll down to the bottom of the article to find the complete citation. Check for accuracy and copy and paste to your works cited page.